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armour 6 (n) a strong covering that protects the body of a soldier 盔甲

be used to 8 (phr v)
to be familiar with something so that it seems normal

or usual
習慣於

catapult 4 (n) a tool to throw stones quickly through the air 彈射器

clank 14 (v)
to make a sharp, hard sound like that produced by a

metal bell
發出叮噹聲

clue 15 (n) something that helps you find the answer 線索

deflect 15 (v) to cause to change direction 使轉向

echo 12 (v) to send back the original sound 發出回聲

embarrassed 6 (adj) feeling ashamed or uncomfortable 尷尬

examine 10 (v) to study carefully 細查

figure out 21 (phr v) to find the solution 弄明白

impress 6 (v) to give people a good memory about you 留下好印象

knight 3 (n) a man of high social rank to serve the king in battles 騎士

mission 4 (n) an important task 重要任務

moan 8 (v) to complain in an unhappy voice 發牢騷

put on weight 6 (idiom) to become fatter 長胖

receive 3 (v) to be given something 收到

rusty 6 (adj)
(of iron or steel) covered in a reddish-brown substance

that forms when iron is in contact with water
生銹的

screw 12 (n)
a small piece of metal that looks like a nail with a raised

spiral line around it
螺絲

shrink 6 (v) to become smaller in size 縮小

stretch 8 (v) to extend part of your body 伸展

stunned 18 (adj) very shocked or surprised 口瞪目呆

terrorise 3 (v) to frighten greatly 使人心惶惶

twirl 6 (v) to make something turn in a circle 使旋轉

urgent 3 (adj) need to be dealt with immediately 緊急的

whiz 21 (v) to move very fast 飛馳

cheeky 26 (adj) rude in a childish way 放肆的

grouchy 25 (adj) always complaining 好抱怨的

grumpy 25 (adj) bad-tempered 壞脾氣的

clutter 38 (n) a disorderly collection of things 雜亂

whirlwind 38 (n) a spinning column of air 旋風

ancestor 38 (n) an earlier form of plant or animal 原種
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cell 38 (n) the basic unit of all organisms 細胞

primate 38 (n)
a member of the group of mammals which includes

humans, monkeys and apes
靈長類動物

protein 38 (n)
a substance in food that is necessary for the body to

grow
蛋白質

camouflage 40 (n)
the way that the colour of an animal or plant being

very similar to their natural environment
保護色

intimidating 40 (adj) scary 嚇人的

quirky 40 (adj) unusual 離奇的

comfort blanket 45 (n) a blanket that a young child is very attached to 安撫巾

companion 43 (n) someone who does things together with you 同伴

cosy 41 (adj) comfortable and nice 溫馨舒適的

crate 41 (n) a large box 貨箱

polecat 42 (n) an animal that ejects a smelly liquid when frightened 臭鼬

prickle 43 (n) a sharp point of a plant or an animal 刺

torch 45 (n) a small light held in the hand 手電筒

tremble 41 (v) to shake slightly because you feel cold or frightened 發抖
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